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New Year off to a great start!

	

A nice enough day on top of Mt Hamilton that you could easily see the Sierras and their rather-modest snow cap.Sure, it would have

been nicer to ride with others up Mt Hamilton today, but Kevin wanted to spend time with his girlfriend, the other Kevin is in

Switzerland (with his girlfriend) and it didn't quite seem appropriate to publicize a group ride that might involve taking the train to

the start. I was hoping that my long-time friend Ron would be able to ride; he's recovering (remarkably so!) from cancerous brain

tumors and no way, just a couple months ago, it would have seemed possible, but the new miracle targeted-t-cell drugs are working

their miracles for him! But his wife nixed the idea of riding anywhere very far from home. 

I was surprised by the relatively-small number of cyclists on the hill; it took a few minutes before I was able to overtake anyone. No

heroic effort today, although Strava says it was my 4th-best effort since 2010. And of the 36 people listed by Strava (so far) who

climbed today, I was 4th on that list too! So not a completely sluggish climb. I think, riding with others, I could have ridden a bit

faster (and probably wouldn't have stopped twice for pictures). 

I did see some familiar faces at the top, including Jeff H, who I descended with.

No coke at the top, as the gate at the base of the observatory was closed and signs on the way up warning no restrooms. I did venture

further down the other side a bit in search of a plant to water, and caught some really nice views of the valley below.

			

				

			

				

				The classic &#8220;distant&#8221; view 

				

			

				

			

				

				Getting really close
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				Gate to the top closed due to Covid 19

				

			

				

			

				

				A turkey vulture very close to the road
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